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ABSTRACT 
Results are presented from formal flight and simulation experiments to test a new primary flight display (PFD)/refined 
multifunction display (MFD) system, with a computer generated dynamic pathway, as a viable means for a pilot to 
accurately and efficiently control and navigate an aircraft.  For flight control, the PFD uses a computer generated 
highway-in-the-sky (HITS) pathway and a synthetic vision terrain image of the view outside the aircraft, with an 
overlay of all the essential flight technical data.  For navigation, the MFD provides a moving map with a dynamic 
pathway to aid the pilot.  The total PFD/MFD system provides a predictive method for flying an aircraft, as opposed to 
the reactive method associated with conventional needle and dial instruments.  Fifteen low-to-average-experience 
subject pilots were selected to compare the PFD instrumentation system to a conventional instrumentation system.  A 
non-precision global positioning system (GPS) area navigation (RNAV) approach to runway 20 at Wakefield Municipal 
Airport, VA, (AKQ) was used.  The hypothesis was that the intuitive nature of the PFD instrumentation system will 
provide greater situational awareness, improved accuracy, and less pilot workload during flight in instrument 
meteorological conditions (IMC) compared to using conventional round dial instrumentation.   
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
The Small Aircraft Transportation System (SATS) program is a partnership among NASA, the FAA, US aviation 
industry, state and local aviation officials, and universities.  The SATS alliance is intended to help provide air 
transportation to underserved small communities and to reduce transportation times by half within ten years and by two-
thirds within twenty-five years. The SATS mission is to provide precision approach and landing guidance to small 
airports while avoiding expensive land acquisition and ground-based precision guidance systems.  The NASA/SATS 
program is managed and funded through a public/private consortium made up of several different SATS Laboratories 
(SATSLabs).  The National Consortium for Aviation Mobility (NCAM) in turn funds the SATSLabs to perform tasks 
with cost share provided by SATSLab partners. The North Carolina and Upper Great Plains (NC&UGP) SATSLab 
formed at RTI was tasked to evaluate a refined prototype PFD and MFD with an advanced synthetic vision system 
(SVS), a dynamic pathway, novel guidance symbology for aircraft guidance, and aircraft performance information for 
reducing workload and improving situational awareness.   
 
Conventional instrumentation includes 6 primary flight instruments (PFI) and a course deviation indicator (CDI) (a 
needle to indicate instantaneous aircraft deviation left or right of the desired path).  Originally, conventional 
instrumentation provided the sole means necessary for a pilot to control and navigate an aircraft in instrument 
meteorological conditions (IMC).  Flying an approach with the conventional instrumentation is reactive rather than 
predictive.  The pilot reacts to changes by the aircraft on the basis of what he sees on the PFI gauges. The PFI were all 
mechanical devices and basic design has not changed significantly in the past fifty years.  The advent of the GPS and 
advances in electronic display technology have yielded configurable flight displays of reasonable size, good sunlight 
readability, high reliability, and low cost.  It is worthwhile to investigate alternative concepts for aircraft primary flight 
displays to reduce total flight error for precision flight.  Total flight error is a combination of both flight technical error 
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(FTE – pilot skill and influences such as crosswinds and turbulence) and navigational system error (inherent GPS or 
radio beacon system errors) (Reference 1).   
 
The NC&UGP SATSLab task in Reference 2 evaluated a prototype PFD/MFD system and refinements were proposed 
from experience during the evaluation (References 3 and 4).  This study evaluates the performance of the refined 
prototype PFD/MFD to achieve elements of the SATS operational concept.  To this end, formal flight tests were 
conducted in a Piper Aztec research aircraft and in a full-mission simulator at the RTI Cockpit Research Facility (CRF) 
(Reference 5).  The experiments also verified the ability of the SVS/HITS equipped PFD, using GPS for navigation, to 
provide a guidance methodology with ample precision for a single pilot to descend to a 200-foot decision height (DH) in 
½ mile visibility conditions at a non-towered municipal airport without any on-the-ground guidance equipment.   

2.   FLIGHT TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 
The simulation and flight phases of this experiment use basically the same cockpit equipment for piloting and 
navigating the aircraft.  The CRF simulator at RTI and an Aztec research aircraft at Flight International are equipped 
with the same PFD with an advanced SVS and the HITS.  The simulator and Aztec both use a CNX-80 navigator linked 
to a MX-20 MFD.  The Aztec aircraft is equipped with conventional instrumentation on the left side of the cockpit 
instrument panel and the same PFD instrumentation as used in the CRF mounted on the right side of the aircraft on a 
non-interfering basis (Figure 2.1).  The aircraft performance model in the RTI CRF simulator is a Piper Malibu PA-46.   
 

 
 

Figure 2.1   Conventional gages and installation of the SVS PFD in the Aztec 
 
Modifications to the Aztec include multifunction display (MFD), GPS navigation unit, air data attitude heading 
reference system (ADAHRS) and associated magnetometer, refined PFD, and a Graphite graphics computer.  The 
installation includes a High Bright 10.4-inch liquid crystal display for the synthetic vision display for the PFD as shown 
in Figure 2.1.  The terrain display is based on data from the US Geological Survey and the HITS pathway displayed 
within the PFD is selected from a pre-programmed onboard “approach library” or from a standard approach 
programmed in the CNX-80 GPS navigator.   
 
Test subject pilots volunteered for the experiment.  Training consisted of an ad hoc description of the systems in the 
CRF or in the Aztec cockpit.  The pilots were all instrument rated and had an average level of experience in the use of 
round dial needles for flying approaches.  None had any experience in the use of a PFD with HITS display.   

3.  TEST RESULTS 
Results of a statistical analysis of pilot responses to a post flight survey questionnaire comparing the two 
instrumentations systems are reported in this section.  A results summary is also given of a pilot performance 
comparison between the conventional and the PFD instrumentation.  The GPS/WAAS (wide area augmentation system) 
position of the aircraft was recorded for both the simulator and the Aztec flights and compared with the nominal flight 
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path.  A statistical analysis was performed on the flight path traces and the FTE to compare performance with the two 
instrumentation systems.   
 
The statistical analysis of the survey data collected indicates that the sample of pilots used in this study is representative 
in range of experience and proficiency typically found in the general aviation community.  To assess whether more 
experienced pilots were rated any differently by observers, a Pearson correlation coefficient analysis was conducted 
between 5 proficiency measures and the observer’s ratings on situation awareness (SA) and workload.  There was no 
significant correlation between these 5 measures and observer’s ratings meaning that pilot experience was not a 
significant factor in assessing SA and workload.  Therefore, if differences are found in SA/workload ratings between 
pilots using conventional display and the PFD, they cannot be attributed to differences in pilot experience/proficiency. 
 
The first hypothesis related the level of workload experienced by pilots using conventional instrumentation compared to 
the PFD instrumentation.  Specifically stated:  
Hypothesis 1:  Pilots will judge that, while using the advanced PFD/MFD displays with SVS/HITS, workload will 
be less compared to flying with conventional round-dial instrumentation. 
Observers subjectively ranked and recorded each pilot’s workload during the simulated flight.  The observers rated 
workload for each pilot on a 5-point Likert scale that ranged from 1 = “Extremely Low” to 5 = “Extremely High”.  The 
observers paid particular attention to the following considerations in judging workload:  1) deviation from assigned 
flight path, 2) procedural errors, 3) judgment errors, and 4) communication lapses/errors.  For each pilot, the observers’ 
workload ratings were averaged to give one score per pilot for analysis purposes. 
 
A related scores t-test identifies if mean differences in workload between conventional instrumentation and PFD 
instrumentation were significant.  Results of this analysis indicated a significant difference in workload between the two 
instrumentation systems, t(7) = 8.91, p < .001.  Mean workload ratings by observers for conventional instrumentation 
and PFD instrumentation were 3.84 and 2.04 on the 5-point scale respectively, indicating that workload was greater for 
conventional displays.  Thus, Hypothesis 1 was confirmed. 
 
A related scores t-test was performed on workload ratings obtained from observers during the flight test to identify 
mean differences in workload between conventional instrumentation and PFD instrumentation.  Results of this analysis 
indicated a significant difference in workload between instrumentation systems, t(6) = 4.24, p<.01.  Mean workload 
ratings by observers for conventional instrumentation and PFD instrumentation were 3.24 and 2.37 on the 5-point scale 
respectively, indicating that workload was greater for conventional instrumentation.  Thus, Hypothesis 1 was again 
confirmed with the flight test portion of the experiment. 
 
The second hypothesis related the level of SA demonstrated by pilots using conventional instrumentation compared to 
the PFD instrumentation.  This hypothesis states: 
Hypothesis 2:  Pilots will judge that, while using the advanced PFD/MFD displays with SVS/HITS, situational 
awareness will be improved compared to flying with conventional round-dial instrumentation. 
Observers rated each pilot on three levels of SA as defined by Endsley’s taxonomy of SA (Reference 6).  Level 1 SA 
includes perception of status, attributes, and dynamics of relevant elements in the environment.  Level 2 SA goes 
beyond that of Level 1 and includes an understanding of the significance of those elements in light of one’s goals.  
Finally, Level 3 SA includes the ability to project the future actions of the elements in the environment at least in the 
very near term.  Level 3 forms the highest level of SA and is achieved through knowledge of the status and dynamics of 
the elements and a comprehension of the situation (both Level 1 and Level 2 SA).  For each of the three levels, a 5-point 
Likert scale was used in which SA was rated from 1 = “Extremely Low” to 5 = “Extremely High.”  Observers were 
asked to pay particular attention to the following considerations in determining SA:  1) throttle/prop/mixture, 2) 
airspeed, 3) pitch/roll/heading, 4) altitude, 5) course changes, and 6) using the display effectively for both the 
conventional and PFD instrumentation systems.   
 
A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on data gathered during the simulation flight to 
identify significant differences in SA ratings between pilots using conventional instrumentation or PFD instrumentation.  
Results indicated significant differences in SA across 3 levels, F(5,35) = 14.63, p<.001.  A post-hoc analysis using the 
Tukey test determines significance between specific levels of SA.  The post-hoc analyses showed significant differences 
(p<.05) between each level of SA for conventional instrumentation and each level of SA for the PFD instrumentation.  
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The SA was higher for the PFD instrumentation across all 3 levels of SA measured in this study compared to the 3 
levels of SA for the conventional instrumentation.  Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was also confirmed. 
 
The mission for the subject pilots was to fly the “T” approach to runway 20 at Wakefield, VA (AKQ) shown in Figure 
3.1.  Pilots were responsible for all navigation with both cockpit configurations, i.e. no radar vectors were to be given.  
They were also told to use checklists for proper procedures for gear, flaps, and climb power and proper power setting 
for cruise.  Use of the autopilot was not permitted in this study.  The instructor pilot discussed the complete mission and 
manner of flying the approach with the subject pilots in the preflight briefing. The task given to them was to fly to the 
TEBOE initial approach fix (IAF) to AKQ and shoot the approach to runway 20.   

 
Figure 3.1   Standard FAA Approach Plate for Wakefield 

 
The recorded flight test data are shown in Figures 3.2 through 3.6.  For graphical representation of the aircraft flight 
path, the spatial coordinate reference frame is taken as, along the nominal approach path centerline, perpendicular to the 
runway centerline, and altitude above the runway touch down point.  The origin of this 3-D coordinate reference frame 
is thus located at the touch down point on the runway 20 at AKQ.   

 
Figure 3.2   Flight Path Tracks Using Conventional Instruments 

 
Figure 3.2 shows the horizontal flight paths for all the approaches on conventional instrumentation.  A positive 
horizontal position means the aircraft is to the left of the runway centerline.  The left end of the flight paths is negative 
corresponding to aircraft position at approach intercept.  The origin at the right end corresponds to the MAP of the 
approach.  The CRF flight paths are consistently within +/- 1.6 km (+/- 1 mile) of the nominal flight path.  The Aztec 
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flight paths are consistently within +/- .6 km (+/- 0.4 mile) of the nominal flight path.  Overshooting at the intermediate 
fix, NOXEE, is evident.  Pilots quickly returned to the nominal flight path after NOXEE, getting closer to nominal as 
they passed the final approach fix (FAF), MILUE, and approached the MAP. 

 
Figure 3.3   Flight Path Tracks Using the PFD/HITS Display 

 
The horizontal tracks in Figure 3.3 for the PFD instrumentation show a dramatic improvement.  The CRF tracks are 
within a spread of 100 m and the Aztec flight paths are consistently within a spread of 600 m just after NOXEE and 
very quickly drop to less than 100 m. 

 
Figure 3.4   Flight Path Error Horizontal 

 
Figure 3.4 shows the FTE for both instrumentation systems.  A FTE horizontal component, or distance of the aircraft 
from the nominal flight path, with a positive error means an aircraft position to the left of nominal.  The PFD 
instrumentation flight path error is plotted in red and the conventional instrumentation flight path error is plotted in blue.  
Overshooting the turn at NOXEE is very evident in the error plot.  After the turn at NOXEE the pilots on conventional 
instrumentation failed to stabilize on track, or stabilized slowly.  The CRF conventional instrumentation approach errors 
were between +/- 1.5 km (+/- 0.9 mile) after NOXEE and down to –.25/+.5 km (a spread of 0.5 mile) as the pilots 
approached the MAP.  The spread of the flight path errors in the Aztec were within +/-0.7 km (+/- 0.4 mile) of the 
nominal flight path and getting closer to nominal as they approached the MAP.  The error spread for pilots on the PFD 
instrumentation system stabilized much more quickly after the turn at NOXEE.   
 
Figure 3.5 compares results from a statistical analysis of the FTE for the two instrumentation systems.  Shown are the 
statistical average and the standard deviation in FTE about the nominal flight path.  The two broken lines show the 
standard deviations left and right of nominal for the conventional instrumentation in blue and for the PFD 
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instrumentation in red.  The two solid lines are the mean deviation from the nominal flight path of the approaches flown 
with the conventional instrumentation in blue and with the PFD instrumentation in red. 
   

 
Figure 3.5   Mean and Standard Deviation of Error Horizontally 

 
Figures 3.5 clearly shows three important points regarding an average pilot flying with conventional instrumentation 
compared to the PFD instrumentation.  The first point is the dramatic improvement in accuracy gained from flying the 
approach with the PFD/MFD system.  The flight path FTE traces for the PFD instrumentation hover around 0 km of 
error (+/-25 m) while the error for the conventional instrumentation flight paths swing between +/–1.5 km (+/- 1 mile).   
 
The second point comes from the shape of the mean deviation curves, which shows the “reactive” nature of flying with 
conventional instrumentation.  The mean deviation from the nominal flight path begins with a negative deviation as 
pilots overshoot at NOXEE.  Once that turn was made, pilots on conventional instrumentation estimate a heading 
correction to apply to the needles to return to the nominal flight path.  These corrections are reflected in the mean 
deviation curve passing through a zero value of mean deviation.  Once back to the nominal pathway the pilots react 
again to the needles to take out part of the heading correction.  On average the pilots did not take out enough correction 
as reflected in the mean deviation curve moving to the left of the nominal pathway.  Again reacting to the needles, the 
pilots re-estimate a new correction and the deviation curve shows that the aircraft on average returns to the nominal 
flight path at a second zero deviation point.  Thus the pilot workload does not let up as they continue to react and correct 
along the entire approach to the MAP.  On the other hand, the mean deviation curve from the PFD instrumentation 
flights show a small spread after an overshoot at NOXEE followed by a quick return to the nominal approach path.  
With no additional workload, no oscillations appear in the mean deviation curve and FTE hovers around 0 km of 
deviation from the nominal flight path down to the MAP.   
 
The standard deviation curves also reflect the same influence of the reactive nature of flying conventional 
instrumentation.  Course deviations from reacting to the needles are indicated by the two converging broken blue lines 
in Figure 3.5 for the conventional instrumentation.  The large average spread to the left in the figure show the pilots had 
the most error as they began to react to the CDI needle after the turn at NOXEE but were becoming more adept at 
reacting to the CDI needle by the time they reached the MAP.   
 
An overall statistical analysis of the FTE data collected gives numerical results to quantify what is seen graphically in 
the previous figures.  For horizontal deviation on the approach: 

Conventional instrumentation, CRF; mean:     31 m 
Conventional instrumentation, CRF; standard deviation:  317 m 
PFD instrumentation, CRF;  mean:     10 m 
PFD instrumentation, CRF;  standard deviation:  9 m 
Conventional instruments, Aztec;  mean:    -2.8 m 
Conventional instruments, Aztec;  standard deviation: 217 m 
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HITS, Aztec;    mean:    12 m 
HITS, Aztec;    standard deviation: 23 m 

 
The mean values for the conventional instrumentation need some explanation.  The mean error curve in Figure 3.5 
oscillates about the zero mean error line as the pilots reacted to the CDI needle as discussed above.  The mean error 
value is a sum of the negative and positive error oscillations.  A mean error of 31 m indicates that on average, over the 
entire approach, the pilots were off by 31 m when in reality they were off course at times by 10 times that amount with 
the conventional instrumentation system.  The mean error for the PFD instrumentation of 10 m was also the sum of 
positive and negative errors, but the mean error for the PFD instrumentation was never much greater than 10 m along 
the entire flight path.  It is therefore safe to say that the mean error for the conventional instrumentation was 30 times 
greater than the PFD instrumentation error at times along the approach to the MAP. 
 
The third point regards the effect of the reactive nature of flying conventional instrumentation on flying any type of 
segmented approach.  Whether on conventional instrumentation or PFD instrumentation, the pilot’s job is simplified by 
a straight-in approach, the only turn being the initial turn onto final.   Multiple turns require a pilot on conventional 
instrumentation to go through multiple phases of estimating and correcting repeatedly to maintain a nominal flight path.  
Introducing additional turns, such as required for the “T” shaped flight path in a GPS type approach, introduces an 
added element of difficulty that significantly increases pilot workload with conventional instrumentation.  This 
observation suggests that flying a segmented approach with multiple turns could be difficult for low-time pilots to 
accomplish well on conventional instrumentation but can be done more easily using a PFD with HITS. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.6   Vertical Flight Path Profiles, CRF 
 
Profiles of the flight paths in the vertical direction are shown in Figure 3.6 for the conventional and PFD 
instrumentation approaches.  The improvement in vertical control of the aircraft while on the PFD instrumentation 
compared to the conventional instrumentation is very apparent in this figure.  The minimum descent altitude at NOXEE 
is 2600 feet and the pilots on the conventional instrumentation consistently went below this minimum altitude, some by 
as much as 500 feet.  At MILUE, the published minimum altitude is 1700 feet and again pilots consistently went below 
this minimum, some by more than 500 feet.  The minimum descent altitude (MDA) at the approach end of the runway is 
600 feet for the conventional instruments and again pilots were consistently going below this minimum by as much as 
100 feet.  The HITS pathway is a compelling reminder of where the aircraft is relative to the desired altitude.   Pilots 
tended to keep the predictor symbol above the pathway at all times and hence very seldom let the aircraft drop below 
the desired altitude by any significant amount.   
 
Pilots on the PFD instrumentation flew a much more consistent approach path and did not significantly go below the 
minimums at NOXEE, MILUE or the MAP.  By staying on the HITS pathway the pilots could easily make a 600 foot 
non-precision MDA.  The pilots on the PFD instrumentation were asked to fly to a 300 foot MDA to verify a precision 
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type approach (200 feet above ground in ½ mile visibility) could be flown to a typical non-towered airport.  All of the 
pilots successfully flew a precision type approach and none went below the 300-foot MDA minimum prior to the MAP.   

4 CONCLUSIONS 
The test results verify that consistent, accurate approaches can be flown using a PFD with HITS instrumentation system.  
The subject pilots felt the PFD instrumentation provided increased situational awareness, decreased pilot workload, and 
more accurate instrument flying than conventional instrumentation.  Hypotheses for the experiment were confirmed: 
 
1) Hypothesis 1:  Pilots will judge that, while using the advanced PFD/MFD displays with SVS/HITS, workload will be 
less compared to flying with conventional round-dial instrumentation. 
 
2) Hypothesis 2:  Pilots will judge that, while using the advanced PFD/MFD display with SVS/HITS, situational 
awareness will be improved compared to flying with conventional round-dial instrumentation. 
 
The FTE results show that an aircraft equipped with PFD instrumentation with HITS on a SVS terrain image provides a 
viable technique to allow a pilot to consistently control and navigate an aircraft.  The pilots were able to fly a 
significantly more accurate GPS approach with the PFD instrumentation than with conventional instrumentation.   
 
From the graphical flight path data in the CRF, the conventional instrumentation approach paths were spread out 
horizontally as much as +/- 1.6 km about the nominal.  The PFD instrumentation flight paths were spread out to less 
than 100 m.  In the Aztec, the conventional instrumentation approach paths were spread out horizontally as much as +/- 
0.6 km.  The PFD instrumentation flight paths in the Aztec were all within a spread of 600 m just after the turn onto the 
approach and very quickly dropped to less than 100 m. 
 
The mean and standard deviation results for the flight path error showcase the reactive nature of flying with 
conventional instrumentation and the predictive nature of flying with the PFD system.  From the CRF flight error 
results, the standard deviation for the conventional instrumentation was 317 m and just 9 m for the PFD 
instrumentation, a ratio of 35 to 1.  For the Aztec, the standard deviation for the conventional instrumentation was 217 
m and just 23 m for the PFD instrumentation, a ratio of 9 to 1.   
 
In the vertical dimension, it is significant to note that pilots on the conventional instrumentation frequently went below 
minimum altitude restrictions by as much as 150 m (500 feet) at the FAF and by as much as 30 m (100 feet) at the 
MAP.  The PFD approaches were consistently at or above MDA at the FAF and at the MAP.   
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